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Coffins and Caskets
Choosing an appropriate coffin or casket which means something to you will help with the bereavement 
process and it is an important but necessary part of your funeral arrangement.

We have many different options available each offering a unique set of features, but before choosing it is 
perhaps worth taking a look back at the life of your loved one as this may point to the type of coffin or 
casket that would best represent their unique life.  Were they for instance interested in the environment? 
Or perhaps they had a love of their garden or were a lifelong supporter of a football club, or maybe they 
were a very traditional person that liked things just so. 

                                       Traditional Coffins

Our range of traditional coffins covers many styles and materials, from standard styles of coffins and caskets 
in solid or veneered wood to more elaborate styles with intricate panelled sides and raised lids.

                                       Picture Coffins

A picture paints a thousand words. Reflections is a range of picture coffins that can showcase picture quality 
images on the coffin. These images can be of absolutely anything, for example a collage of images of your 
loved one’s life, a theme dedicated to the football club supported or a favourite place or hobby your loved 
one liked. A picture coffin really shows the uniqueness of your loved one’s life.

A selection of alternative coffins and caskets made from materials such as Bamboo, Wicker, Wool and 
Seagrass. Offering an environmental feel to the funeral and due to the nature of the materials used can 
appear to be a ‘softer’ option than a traditional wood coffin.

                                       Caskets

A range of exceptional quality ‘American Style’ caskets. The caskets come from Aurora. All these wonderfully 
crafted caskets come fully fitted both inside and out, and offer a special place to lay a loved one to rest.
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Norwich

A Mahogany effect Coffin with 
matching moulds. Matching ashes casket 
available.
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Cambridge

An Elm effect Coffin with matching 
moulds. Matching ashes casket available.

Cuthbert Oak

Cuthbert Mahogany
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Islay

An Oak style veneer coffin with a light 
Teak polish.
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Newcastle

An Oak veneer style coffin with veneered 
matching moulds.

Bede

Newton
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Jedburgh

A Mahogany style veneer coffin with 
double mould to the lid and a No 2 
raised lid. Polished in medium mahogany.

Raby

An Oak style veneer coffin with deep
routered ‘Penshaw’ panel sides, ends
and raised lid.

Compton

Bede Mahogany
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Ascot

 Traditional solid oak coffin with simple, 
unadorned sides, a raised lid and deep 
moulds to the base. This dignified coffin 
is polished to a gloss finish and furnished 
here with electro brass handles. The Ascot
can be fitted with handles suitable for 
either cremation or for burial.

Oakham

Traditionally shaped solid oak coffin with 
clean simple sides and deep solid wood 
moulds to the base and lid.
Polished with a gloss finish, the Oakham 
can be fitted with handles suitable for 
either cremation or for burial.

Hilda

Oswald
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Bamburgh

This elegant coffin is manufactured from 
a solid redwood timber (Sapele or similar 
FSC certified wood) with a raised lid and
polished in a high gloss. The Bamburgh can 
be fitted with handles suitable for either 
cremation or for burial.

Guildford

A traditionally crafted, semi solid Light 
Oak coffin, with shaped feature panels 
to the sides and ends. With a high raised 
lid and gloss finish, this classic coffin can 
be fitted with handles suitable for either 
cremation or for burial.

Compton

Newton
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Cardboard Green Coffin

A simple, plain cardboard coffin 
manufactured from recycled cardboard.

Woodland Memorial Pack

Includes three quality deciduous sapling trees, rabbit 
guards, wood marker and engraved plate.
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We offer a Woodland Memorial Pack which consists of three saplings, rabbit guards, a 
wood marker and a name plate suitable for engraving.

tree
tribute

Cardboard Economy Coffin

A simple, plain cardboard coffin manufactured 
from recycled cardboard.

Woodland Coffin

A classic veneered Oak Woodland Coffin with 
biodegradable handles and interior.

Suitable for cremation and all types of burial.

Brighton

A traditional shaped coffin, specially designed 
to be readily biodegradable. Using high quality 
European Pine, polished with a water based 
natural polish
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Avalon

Available in our traditional or oval shape. The 
Avalon is woven from our highest quality 
white willow.

Blackdown

A traditional style coffin in buff and steamed 
willow 

Wickmoor

Traditional shape coffin made using our own 
natural barked willow insert with buff or white 
willow handles, lid and bottom rim.

As standard the English Willow Coffins come with a frilled calico lining on the body of the coffin as well as the lid. 
Optional nameplates available on all coffins.

Quantock

Mendip

Moorland
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Chestnut Willow Oval

Hand-woven, natural willow (wicker) coffin 
in a rounded end casket shape. Can be 
supplied with a wooden nameplate.

.

Also available in 
Light Willow

Traditional Chestnut Willow

Hand-woven, natural willow (wicker) coffin 
in a rounded end casket shape. Can be 
supplied with a wooden nameplate.

Chestnut Willow Ashes Casket

Also available in 
Light Willow

Chestnut Willow Ashes Casket

A willow ashes casket available in a 
Chestnut colour and in square shape.

A willow ashes casket available in a 
Chestnut colour and in round shape.

Ewillow Coffin

The willow is carefully woven onto a strong 
wooden frame and finished with rope 
handles. Nameplate (pictured) available on 
request.

Ewillow Coffin - Block colour

The willow is carefully woven onto a strong 
wooden frame and finished with rope 
handles. Nameplate (pictured) available on 
request. Pictured in purple.
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Seagrass Oval

Natural Seagrass oval coffin in a
rounded-end casket shape with
engraved wooden nameplate.

Seagrass Ashes Casket

A natural styled Seagrass Ashes 
Casket designed to complement the 
Seagrass Oval Coffin.

Oasis Natural Bamboo

A traditionally shaped bamboo coffin which 
is tasteful and naturally beautiful.
  

Bamboo Ashes Casket

A Natural styled Bamboo ashes 
casket

Traditional in its shape this coffin is created with a strong internal wooden frame and hand woven bamboo outer 
panels. Comes with a natural unbleached calico lining (pictured below).

Bamboo Coffin

Daisy Bamboo Coffin

Matching ashes casket also 
available.



Banana Leaf Coffins

Square Coffin Banana Leaf

A square coffin shape and created with a strong inner 
wooden frame with a hand woven Banana Leaf outer 
shell. Comes with a natural unbleached calico lining.

A natural hand-crafted biodegradable coffin made from environmentally friendly Banana Leaf.  
All are FFMA accredited.

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Traditional Coffin Banana Leaf

Traditional coffin shape and created with a strong inner 
wooden frame with a hand woven Banana Leaf outer 
shell. Comes with a natural unbleached calico lining. 

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Matching Ashes Casket also 
available.

Matching Ashes Casket also 
available.

Premium Wicker

Traditional Golden Wicker

Traditional Grey Wicker

The Wicker coffins are 100% biodegradable and are constructed with a soft wood albasia frame and either a golden 
or grey wicker weave outer. Both come with a natural unbleached calico lining.
All Fair Trade and FFMA accredited.

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Matching Ashes Casket 
also available.

Matching Ashes Casket 
also available.
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Water Hyacinth Coffins

Half Round Water Hyacinth Coffin

Half round in shape and created with a strong inner 
wooden frame with a hand woven water hyacinth outer 
shell. Comes with a natural unbleached calico lining.

A natural hand-crafted biodegradable coffin made from environmentally friendly Water Hyacinth.
All Fair Trade and FFMA accredited.

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Traditional Water Hyacinth Coffin

Traditional coffin shape and created with a strong inner 
wooden frame with a hand woven water hyacinth outer 
shell. Comes with a natural unbleached calico lining.

Natural Wood Oval
Engraved Plate

Matching ashes casket also available.
Available with engraved tag.

Matching ashes casket also available.
Available with engraved tag.

1
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Natural Woollen  
Ashes Caskets

Ashes casket to match 
personalised with an 

embroidered name plate. 
 Can contain up to 5.0 litres

Natural stitch (standard) Sage stitch (optional) Heather stitch (optional)

PLEASE NOTE ; Limestone is only available with a natural stitch.

All Coffins fitted with a wood base. Suitable for cremation or burial.

If not specified when ordering, our ‘natural stitch’ option is standard, alternatively you can choose from the following 
stitch options;

Natural Legacy

Natural Legacy is a range of environmentally friendly woollen coffins and caskets which offer a comforting and soft 
alternative to the traditional wood coffin. 

Gentle on the eye and soft to the touch Natural Legacy coffins and ashes caskets are loved by families for the less 
severe and more personalised goodbye that they allow. 

Natural Legacy offers a contemporary style with comfortable handling. Each coffin or ashes casket is completed with 
a personalised hand embroidered woollen name plate.

Natural (White)

 Limestone (Grey)
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In addition to our traditional range of coffins and caskets, we are pleased to 
showcase our Reflections® range of Picture Coffins.

Everyone in life is unique and we believe that a picture coffin should reflect 
the individual qualities of the departed.

Every image tells a story, so it is not surprising that more and more people 
are opting for a picture coffin when making funeral arrangements.

Whether you choose a sporting theme, a landscape or something more 
abstract, our Reflections design service will guarantee a picture coffin that is 
truly personal.
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Thistle

Bluebells

Daffodils

Our ashes caskets can match  
any coffin design.

Floral Tributes
Floral tributes have a long association with funeral arrangements and as such it is not surprising that picture coffins 
which utilise flowers in their design have become a popular choice. These floral designs offer a softer, more colourful 
alternative to a traditional wood coffin and can hold special significance. Poppies are well known for their link to 
remembrance, while daffodils can signify re-birth and renewal. The example above incorporates a tartan draped over 
the coffin which alludes to a specific clan. This can be substituted for any other family tartan or fabric provided.

Personal details can  
be added to any of 
our coffin designs.*

John Alan Smith
Aged 66 Years

London By Night

Personal details can  
be added to any of 
our coffin designs.*

Break Of Day

Highlands

Somewhere Special
Landscape views and vistas often conjure up very emotive feelings, which resonate with certain periods in peoples 
personal history. For this reason a landscape inspired picture coffin can conjure up memories of a loved one’s past, 
perhaps displaying a place that held special meaning for them, or a location where they enjoyed spending time. Our 
team can recreate panoramas that wrap around the sides of the coffin from photographs supplied; or if it is a well 
known location, we can source the images on your behalf.
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Sport Nation

Steeplechase

The 18th Hole 

Sporting Life
For many of us, sport can become a passionate corner-stone of our lives, manifesting itself in a life long dedication 
to a particular team. Many of the requests that utilise our personalised service reflect this passion, and sporting 
and team coffins remain some of our most popular designs. Through flags and motifs we can reference national 
teams, and in the event of wanting to include a specific club, our designers, wherever possible, can liaise to secure the 
permission to do so.

Personal details can  
be added to any of 
our coffin designs.*

Locomotion

Sailing 

In the Garden 

Our ashes & scatter caskets 
can match any coffin design.

Hobbies & Passions
As with sports, pastimes and leisure activities can become a defining aspect of peoples lives. Be it painting, fishing 
or gardening, we can create a picture coffin that utilises photographs supplied. If the deceased rode a particular 
motorbike, or sailed a particular vessel, we are happy to create a design that incorporates the right imagery for a 
truly personalised picture coffin.

Personal details can  
be added to any of 
our coffin designs.*
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The Caterpillar

“What the caterpillar calls 
the end of the world, the 
master calls a butterfly.” 

- Richard Bach

Flowers On Marble

“We cannot banish dangers, 
but we can banish fears. We 

must not demean life by 
standing in awe of death.”

- David Sarnoff

Candle On Water

“For death is no more than a 
turning of us over from time 

to eternity.”
- William Penn

Words to Remember
Many of our customers like to include poetry, readings, song lyrics or their own writing on the coffin design, for a 
more sentimental and personal touch. They may represent a favourite piece of prose, express an emotion or sentiment 
that celebrates the life of your loved one. The text can be laid over or combined into any design and can give an 
additional level of meaning to your personalised picture coffin. We have illustrated a few popular choices on the 
following pages, but you can add anything you like to almost any image.

Animal Kingdom
Many of us are animal lovers and as such picture coffins featuring animals are amongst  our most popular designs. They 
are perfect for someone who had a beloved pet, enjoyed spotting wildlife, or had an interest in exotic creatures. We 
offer designs featuring various types of household pets, wild animals and insects, but we are also happy to create a 
bespoke design depicting a personal pet using photographs provided.

German Shepherd

Cute Cats

Lions and Tigers

Our ashes caskets can match  
any coffin design.
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Reflections  Ashes Caskets & Scatter Tubes

Pollination Steam Train Reflections®  Scatter Tubes

As part of our service, we are happy to translate any Reflections®  design to fit a standard size ashes casket or scatter 
tube. This can be to accompany to your Reflections®  coffin or crib, or a stand alone order.

®

More Poppies Picture Coffin More Poppies Ashes Casket More Poppies Scatter Tube

*Personal details must be requested  and are not part of the standard design.



Heartwood™ Ashes Caskets
The Heartwood ashes caskets are superbly constructed and finished to an exceptional standard.
They are made from solid oak, pine, light and dark mahogany or paulownia, which is a light weight, sustainable and 
fast growing alternative to oak. Double ashes caskets are also available for all.

Cuthbert

Bede ComptonAmble

Embleton

Hilda Lesbury Newham

Personalise a casket with  
a name or message.

Engraving Service
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Heartwood™ Premier Ashes Caskets

The Heartwood Premier ashes caskets are finished to the highest standard.

Azure

A stylish hardwood ashes casket with 
inlay veneer, complete with a lockable 
lined draw or compartment, designed 

to house keepsakes and special items of 
meaning to you and your loved ones. 

Continental

A rich mahogany coloured ashes casket 
with a contrasting walnut inlay top and 

delicately shaped sides. 

Newton Oswald

Florence

This stunning, highly finished maple 
urn is made from the finest wood 

and exquisitely decorated with 
flowers in delicate wood inlay. 

3824
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Reflections  Picture Caskets
Everyone is unique, and we believe that a picture ashes casket should reflect the individual qualities of the departed. 
We offer a fully personalised service that lets you create a one-off piece of art that celebrates the life of a loved one. 

Lake District Spring Blossom

Pollination Last Supper

Cosmos Poppies

® Scatter Tubes
These tubes for scattering come in four sizes and are designed and engineered to simplify the scattering process. The 
tubes are durable, dignified and simple. They do not contain metal or plastic components and can be recycled or 
composted after use. Each features a convenient removable lid and a perforated “push in” tab that opens easily prior 
to scattering.

Personalise a scatter tube 
with a name or message.

Engraving Service
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7. Autumn

8. Ocean Sunset

5. Sunflower

6. Roses

3. Rainbow

4. Ascending Dove

1. Bluebell Wood

2. Forget-Me-Not

NEW designs now available....

11. Garden Shed

12. Starry Night

13. Golf

14. Poppy Flower  

1211 1413
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Memorial Vase Urn

Keep your loved one close by your side in the centre of your home. The Memorial Vase Urn is a full size cremation 
urn with the appearance and functionality of a beautiful flower vase. 
Flowers are often used as an extension of our emotions, from our deepest sympathy to the greatest joy. And 
sometimes they just let people know we are thinking about them. Displaying flowers in the Memorial Vase Urn, 
made from durable Aluminium that won’t break, provides a physical medium to connect with your loved one and 
celebrate their life. 

White Grey Blue

Available in....
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